Optelec ClearNote
Video Magnifier with USB connectivity
Would you like a compact and lightweight video
magnifier to use in combination with your laptop?
Are you searching for a portable low vision solution
with a fully flexible camera to access visual
information around you?
Flexible extension of your laptop
Connected to any computer, the ClearNote
provides you with magnified, high contrast live
images of documents, presentation handouts,
whiteboards and other relevant information around
you. To save important information for future
reference, the ClearNote allows you to
effortlessly capture an unlimited number of
screenshots to store on your computer.
Built-in intelligence
An ultra-flexible camera head rotates both vertically and horizontally, providing a
crisp and clear live image from any distance. To quickly change your focus from a
document to a whiteboard, previously selected settings of different camera positions
are automatically recalled, making reading quicker and easier.
Easy set-up
To create the ultimate workstation, unfold the ClearNote and connect it to your
laptop or desktop computer using the single USB connection. For added
convenience, the ClearNote draws power from the computer, eliminating the need
for an additional power supply.
Compatibility with magnification software
Running seamlessly with a number of popular screen magnification packages, the
ClearNote software enables you to view both the computer image and the image
from the ClearNote on one screen, just by a simple button press on your computer
keyboard.
Key benefits:
Continuous zoom magnification: 4-40 times on a 17-inch screen
USB plug and play design - connect to a desktop or laptop PC
Focus on text books, learning materials and around the room
Handheld control pad - adjust the most frequently used functions
Use at home and on the go: easy-to-carry folding design / protective pouch
included

Flexible camera head:
Auto-focus with 10 times optical zoom
Tilt-and-swivel camera with two lenses for desktop and distance viewing
Intelligent camera system: remembers the settings of the camera in both
desktop and distance facing positions
Viewing features:
Full colour for viewing photographs
22 high contrast semi-colour combinations for easier reading
Split-screen / adjustable window size
Image rotation allowing self-viewing
Adjustable line marker to improve text tracking
Capture an unlimited number of images for future reference
Fully adjustable image control for brightness, contrast, saturation and hue.
Weight / Dimensions:
1.1 kg / 2.4 lbs
36 x 38.5 x 19 cm / 14.2 x 15.2 x 7.5 inches
35.5 x 8.5 x 19 cm / 14.2 x 3.3 x 7.5 inches (when disassembled)
Compatible with computers that run either:
Dolphin SuperNova (version 12 or higher)
ZoomText (version 9.04 or higher)
Minimum PC Specifications:
USB 2.0
Windows: XP (Service Pack 2), Vista (Service Pack 1), 7 (32 and 64 bits);
Pentium 1.6 Ghz or higher
Direct X 9 minimum
It is recommended that any PC used with the ClearNote has some dedicated video
memory.
Freephone 080 8090 8090 to request more information and/or a demonstration.
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